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1. Introduction
This report is written by Maakbaar Leuven in the context of the Interreg NWE funded project
Sharepair. It covers a record of the efforts made to develop a ‘Methodology 2.0 for repair
cafés’: a method on how to integrate digital tools with a live repair context in order to perform
better repair. The report describes the context of the repair cafés in general and for
Maakbaar Leuven specifically, shows the landscape of digital tools available for repair and
more specifically the development, functioning and transmission of the RepairConnects tool
developed in the context of this project, and shows a perspective on how the tool and both
the digital and live context can be improved to further enhance repair.

2. Repair cafés

2.1. Context
A repair café, or repair event, is an event hosted by a repair group where people gather to
work on repairing objects of everyday life such as electrical and mechanical devices,
computers, bicycles, clothing, and other items. Repair cafés are typically held at community
locations including churches, libraries, and campuses where tools are available and where
device owners can fix their broken goods with the help of volunteers,1 or where experienced
volunteers perform more complex repairs while being assisted by the device owners.

Many repair groups exist across the globe. The image below gives an impression of the
dispersion of the 2382 repair groups connected to Repair Café International, a foundation
aiming to make repair part of the local community again.2 Apart from this network, many
other networks exist such as the global Restarters3 network, or closer to home the
Repair&Share4 network in Flanders (BE) or the Repair Together5 network in Brussels and
Wallonia.

5 Repair Together network, BE: https://repairtogether.be/en/
4 Repair&Share network, BE: https://repairshare.be/kaart/
3 Restarters network: https://restarters.net/

2 Repair Café International. (2022b, March 14). Foundation. Repaircafe. Retrieved June 8, 2022, from
https://www.repaircafe.org/en/foundation/

1 Wikipedia contributors. (2022, April 26). Repair Café. Wikipedia. Retrieved June 8, 2022, from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repair_Caf%C3%A9
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Map of the 2382 repair cafés in the global Repair Café International network6

Anyone can start a new repair group or launch a repair event. Knowledge and resources to
do this can be accessed through existing repair groups and networks (e.g. a startup kit
ordered through Repair Café International7) or local governments and organizations (e.g.
follow a training from Avansa Limburg8 (BE)).

Citizens can hear about a repair event coming up through various channels, such as posters
in a public space, social media or a local event calendar. They are invited to bring a broken
item to the event, often register the item at a reception table upon arrival, and then start
repairing with a repair volunteer.

A repair café setting9

9 Delvaux, T., PGAV, & Repair Together. (n.d.). Repair café [Photograph]. Repair Together.
https://repairtogether.be/en/what-is-a-repair-cafe/

8 Avansa Limburg. (2022, January 12). Repair Cafés. Retrieved June 8, 2022, from
https://avansa-limburg.be/projecten/repair-cafes

7 Repair Café International. (2022c, May 16). Start your own. Retrieved June 8, 2022, from
https://www.repaircafe.org/en/join/start-your-own/

6 Repair Café International. (2022a). Repair Café map [Map]. Repair Café International.
https://www.repaircafe.org/en/visit/
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2.2. Values
Repair groups often share a set of values, though small differences can be seen across
communities. These values can roughly be clustered into three groups: circularity,
community and learning.

2.2.1. Circularity
One of the main drivers of repair groups is to help people prolong the lifespan of their
products. Repair offers an alternative to waste, by fixing what is broken or by adapting a
product so it can keep serving its purpose. As repair preserves the value stored in the
product and its materials by maintaining its form and function without adding (much) more
energy to its carbon footprint, from an ecological perspective repair is often a preferred step
to be considered before passing on to recycling.

Circular economy graph10 Product carbon footprint graph11

2.2.2. Community
Another great driver for organizing repair events is its social dimension. Repair offers local
communities an activity, a space and a time for people to get together and connect, thereby
reinforcing social capital. Different activities and roles during a repair café offer opportunities
for connection: registering your device with a reception volunteer, getting a drink at the bar
and connecting with a neighbor while you wait for your turn, or interacting with a repairer to
understand what’s wrong with your product.

2.2.3. Learning
A third value of repair events and communities is the sharing of knowledge and experience.
Repair cafés are a low-barrier, open context in which people of all backgrounds and skill
levels with a willingness to learn are welcomed, and can grow by doing and through
interactions with each other. As repair happens on a voluntary basis and a successful repair
is never a guarantee, repair cafés offer a context in which you can repair at your own pace,
exchange knowledge with others, take time to ask a search engine…

11 Foundation myclimate. (n.d.). Product carbon footprint (PCF) [Graph]. Life Cycle Assessments
(LCA) and Product Carbon Footprints (PCF).
https://www.myclimate.org/get-active/corporate-clients/product-carbon-footprints-pcf-and-life-cycle-ass
essments-lca-myclimate/

10 Circular Tayside. (n.d.). Circular economy [Graph]. What Is the Circular Economy?
https://circulartayside.co.uk/what-is-the-circular-economy/
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2.3. Scope

2.3.1. Repair groups
The motivation to start up a repair café often arises from a local group of people driven to
repair things in a social setting. These usually operate quite autonomously. The term ‘repair
group’ refers to the organization and its roles, whereas ‘community’ refers to the people
and their social cohesion who enable this organization.
Within the repair group, one or a few people (usually the initiators) take up the leading role of
‘event organizer’: they work together to make sure a suitable location is coordinated on the
event dates, some drinks and snacks are arranged for people present, and enough material
is provided such as extensions cords and power strips, tools and certain machines (e.g.
sewing machines). They are also in charge of promoting the event, and communicating with
the local group to make sure there are enough volunteers present at the event.
The group of repair volunteers typically consists of 10 to 40 people, with 5 to 10 repairers
present at an average sized event. ‘Hosts’ or reception volunteers are usually between 2
and 10 people, with generally 2 to 3 volunteers present at the event in charge of welcoming
visitors, following up administration and providing some practical support. Repairers and
reception volunteers are usually retired people, skilled hobbyists, or young people who are
eager to contribute or to learn by doing. These people are generally rather community- or
sustainability-focused, or passionate about a certain ‘product group’ and the technical repair
skills involved, such as for electricals or textiles. It is common for repairers of electricals to
be mostly men, whereas textile repairers turn out to be mostly women.

2.3.2. Recurrence and duration
Repair groups typically organize events on a regular basis. Frequencies can vary, from a
repair café every few months to monthly to weekly events. An event’s duration typically
varies between a few hours (e.g. a morning or an afternoon activity) to a whole day (e.g.
10am to 4pm). Groups often let frequency and duration grow from a balance between the
availability of ‘resources’ (volunteers, equipment, location…) versus citizens’ need for getting
their broken items fixed (‘supply and demand’).

2.3.3. Visitors
People visiting repair cafés are often locals (a neighborhood in a city, inhabitants of a town).
Their demographics are diverse, from singles to families to retired people, looking for a
social activity, a practical or ecological solution to a problem or a way to avoid spending a
tight budget on a new purchase.

2.3.4. Products
Repairs are performed to a variety of product categories, as can be seen in the graph below.
Major product groups include textiles, electricals and electronics, bicycles, and knives and
scissors (sharpening).12 As for electrical and electronic devices accepted at repair cafés:

12 Repair Café International. (2021). Factsheet RepairMonitor Resultaten 2021.
https://www.repaircafe.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Factsheet_Repairmonitor_2021_NL.pdf
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these are usually outside of their warranty period, and are low-risk (avoiding gas or
explosion hazards, high voltage repairs…).

Top 10 repaired product types (RepairMonitor results 2021)13

2.4. Live repair events: typical flow
A typical flow to organize and run a live repair event starts before the actual event, with its
preparation, then the event itself and finally the wrap-up or evaluation. In its ‘Guide to repair
café practice’14, Avansa Limburg - an expert in training courses - advises the use of a
checklist for repair cafés that reflects this flow:

● Preparation
○ Confirm location
○ Call for volunteers
○ Arrange insurance
○ Promote the event
○ Organize drinks/snacks
○ Organize side activities

● Event
○ Building up the event
○ The repair café: receiving visitors and repairing
○ Cleaning up

● After the event
○ Evaluation with volunteers
○ Communication via social media

2.4.1. Space and layout
As repair events don’t run on a financial business model, a good location is preferably free of
charge. This is often a community place (residential homes, neighborhood centers) with a

14 Avansa Limburg. (2018). Praktijkgids repair café.
https://issuu.com/vplimburg/docs/repair_caf_s_praktijkgids_vplus

13 Repair Café International. (2021). Factsheet RepairMonitor Resultaten 2021.
https://www.repaircafe.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Factsheet_Repairmonitor_2021_NL.pdf
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bar present on site to cover catering needs. An asset for a space is its visibility in the
neighborhood (a known location, reachability and accessibility, easy wayfinding for visitors)
and the proximity of a loading and unloading zone for larger broken items or for repairers to
unload material.
Another important property of a good space for repair events is its surface and facilities. The
space has to be large enough for repairers to repair comfortably, with room for a reception
table and enough space for visitors to wait for their turn. A repairer typically takes up 1 or 2
tables (in total about 1,5 x 0,6 m), and at each repair table 1 or 2 additional chairs give room
for visitors to take a seat while the repair is performed. A reception table can be roughly the
same table surface, ideally ‘staffed’ with 2 reception volunteers. In the image below, a
suggested layout can be seen for an average-sized repair café (about 6 repairers).
On the practical side, the space is ideally equipped with enough power sockets (1 per 2 to 3
repairers), and the location of the fuse box is known in case a fuse is blown by a defective
device. Additionally, if the reception desk uses a digital tool to register broken items, there
needs to be wifi available and the password needs to be known.

A suggested repair café layout

Covid: additional requirements
In the case of sanitary restrictions due to health hazards, such as in times of Covid, there are
some additional parameters to keep in mind. Organizers need to do some research with
regard to the minimum surface required per person, the possibility to ventilate the room,
attention to a safe circulation flow for visitors (in, waiting area, out, social distancing rules)
and the need for items like masks, hand sanitizer or a CO2-meter to evaluate the air quality.

2.4.2. Tools and equipment
Depending on the type of repairs performed, different tools or machines are made available
by the organizer or brought with them by volunteers. Some examples are tool boxes for
electrical repairs, sewing machines for textiles, a bike stand for ergonomic bicycle repair, or
a grinding stone for sharpening knives.
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2.4.3. Safety
A subject that often receives explicit attention when organizing a repair event, is safety15: a
safe space layout and safe product handling.
As for the type of electrical products accepted at repair events: these are usually outside of
warranty, and do not include high-risk items with danger for gas or explosion.
As for the repair activity itself, common tips to improve the safety of a repair event include:
paying attention to a safe cable layout (not in a passage, preventing tripping over cables, no
loose cables), using sufficient and adequate tools and having an emergency aid kit nearby.
When working with electricals specifically, a safety pre-fuse can also be an extra security to
protect the repairer as well as the electrical circuit.
Repair cafés are also often required to be covered by insurance16 to protect volunteers
and/or visitors in case of physical harm. As a rule the owner of the device will be asked to
sign a statement of non-liability of the repairer in the event of accidental damage to the
device (see below).

2.4.4. Promotion
A few weeks before the event, the organizing group starts to promote it through various
channels both offline and online. This can be done using physical posters in public spaces or
much-visited locations such as e.g. libraries, or using the many event calendars available
online. Important information contained in a promotional message includes time and
location, name of the repair group, purpose of the event, product categories welcomed, and
if available a link to pre-register a broken item before the event.

Offline promotion repair café Eeklo17 Online promotion through Facebook for repair café Hal 518

18 Maakbaar Leuven. (n.d.-a). Repair café Hal 5. Facebook. Retrieved July 13, 2022, from
https://www.facebook.com/events/985193938747084/985193955413749/?acontext=%7B%22event_a
ction_history%22%3A[%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%7D]%7D

17 De Verstelling. (2021, August 18). Repair café Eeklo promo [Image]. De Verstelling.
https://www.deverstelling.com/op-25-september-is-er-eindelijk-terug-repair-cafe-in-eeklo/

16 Repair&Share. (2021, July 16). Verzekeringen FAQ. Repair & Share. Retrieved July 13, 2022, from
https://repairshare.be/toolkits/organisatoren/verzekeringen-faq/

15 Avansa Limburg. (2018). Praktijkgids repair café.
https://issuu.com/vplimburg/docs/repair_caf_s_praktijkgids_vplus
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2.4.5. Volunteers
When an event will take place, a few weeks before the event the organizers send out a call
for volunteers to the repair café’s community. Depending on the size of the community, this
might be done in a direct email to the community or through more anonymous mailing lists
protecting the privacy of the community members. As described above, people can take up
different roles in the event, which typically cover the following tasks:

● Organizer: communication, promotion, arranging the location, coordinating
volunteers and build-up and cleanup of the event, care for material

● Reception volunteer: welcoming visitors, registering broken items or verifying
pre-registration, completing the registration after a repair, providing practical support

● Repair volunteer: intake of a broken item, communicating with the owner,
performing the repair, passing information on to reception volunteers. Repairers are
usually specialized or interested in a certain product category (e.g. bikes, electricals,
textile, knives) or can be all-rounders who know a little bit about different items.

2.4.6. Registration and visitor flow
Once visitors have learned about the repair café, they bring their broken item along to the
event. Upon arrival, a reception volunteer registers the item. This can be done:

● The ‘pen and paper’-way: a reception volunteer asks the visitor to fill out a
registration form to describe the item and the issue (see image). This sheet follows
the item throughout the repair flow: from the ‘queue’ or waiting line to the repairer and
back to the reception table for checkout.

● Digitally using a repair monitoring tool (see chapter 4, and an example of the
Fixometer dashboard in the image below). Reception volunteers enter the item’s data
into the system and update its repair history after the repair has finished.

Printed repair record for broken
item19

Repair record of a broken laminator20

20 Repair Café Exmouth. (2021, October 3). Repair record sheet [Image]. Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/Repaircafeexmouth/photos/pcb.2954421831488858/2954294924834882/?
type=3&eid=ARAXgvDd0UPg-82qpZwARgru_5DaaM602aRefbwgFNWh7hKUaf5gez2FzooKJuFNhY
mr74OMIwCKZkRk

19 Avansa Limburg. (2018). Praktijkgids repair café.
https://issuu.com/vplimburg/docs/repair_caf_s_praktijkgids_vplus
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The Fixometer: part of the digital
registration dashboard21

A visitor registers a broken device digitally upon
arrival by scanning a QR code22

Typical visitor flow for a repair event

22 Maakbaar Leuven. (2021, June 20). Registration RepairConnects [Still from video]. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0uO2jqAXqg

21 Repair&Share. (n.d.). Fixometer data entry [Image]. Webinar Data for the Repair Community.
https://repairshare.be/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/WebinarDatafortheRepairCommunity_07_05_2020
_OpenRepairDataPPT-.pdf
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Different systems are in place to keep track of the order in which items are repaired. When
using ‘pen and paper’ repair records, some repair groups organize a physical queue by
putting the broken items in a line in order of arrival, each one labeled with its paper record.
Another way to keep track of the visitor’s order, is by using a ‘scroll’ or a large sheet with a
table layout, where each line represents an incoming item and is filled out with basic
information and an indication of its repair status.
The order in which items are treated can also be made visible to all visitors, by using a flip
over chart or whiteboard, or by projecting the queue digitally onto a screen.

‘Scroll’: repair event follow-up table used by Restarters23

2.4.7. Finances and liability
Repairs during repair events happen on a voluntary basis and are free of charge. If spare
parts are necessary to complete the repair, these are at the expense of the owner of the
item. Therefore the repairer will consult with the owner if they believe the repair is worth the
cost, before buying a part.
In an effort to cover minimal costs, visitors are welcomed to express their gratitude with a
free contribution. This usually covers basics such as drinks and snacks for volunteers, or
small consumables used for repairs such as glue or soldering tin.

As repair events are a voluntary and free repair service rather than a professional one, repair
groups and volunteers unfortunately can not give a guarantee to a successful repair. The
responsibility for the outcome of the repair therefore stays with the owner at all times.
Although there are no legally binding agreements that point out the owner’s responsibility,
efforts are made to communicate this responsibility before starting a repair. One way to do
this is by asking visitors to read the house rules printed on a sheet of paper, and to add their
signature to state that they have read and agree with these rules. When registrations are
done using a digital platform, item owners are asked to give their consent online by ticking a
box when submitting the registration. In any case, good repair café practice encourages
volunteers to communicate well before taking actions that involve a risk of damaging an
item.

23 J. (2019c, February 5). Live data entry at events [Forum]. The Restarters Community.
https://talk.restarters.net/t/live-data-entry-at-events/1006
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Example of a sheet with repair event house
rules

Signature sheet where visitors indicate they
agree with the house rules

2.4.8. After the event
After cleaning up, the organizers and volunteers do a small evaluation of the event: what
went (less) well, what was missing, what can be improved, new ideas… This is usually a
good way to help the community grow by exchanging experiences and perspectives, and to
further develop a smooth organization and the repair group’s take on a repair event.

Finally, sharing some pictures of the event within and outside the community through social
media for example, can further reinforce this community feeling and attract visitors for a next
event. Also, communicating about the impact of the event in terms of numbers of items fixed,
success rate of the repairs, or even amount of CO2 ‘saved’ by all repairs performed, can be
an effective way to share your repair group’s values and to further motivate volunteers to
keep on repairing and citizens to think about repair as a positive option for broken items.

2.5. Challenges

2.5.1. Volunteers and visitors
A main challenge to organize a successful repair event is to gather enough people to both
perform the repairs and to show up with a broken item.
As repair events run on voluntary efforts, like any other activity this one competes with
volunteers’ free time. For event organizers, coordinating an event can be time consuming,
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especially if they take place in different locations, which requires some organization. The
logistics and administration around it takes up some time as well, like communicating with
repair and reception volunteers and promoting the event, overseeing a decent registration of
the broken items and fixes, or coordinating the availability of enough support material such
as tools, machines or power cords and strips. Also for repairers and reception volunteers it is
not a given that they show up each time an event takes place, as they might have other
activities going on, and this is usually not planned long beforehand making their presence
sometimes unpredictable.
Additionally, reaching a larger outside audience to show up with broken items can be difficult
as well. Repair events aim to motivate citizens to think about repairing an item rather than
throwing it away, but this requires some effort from their side. There are a few things a repair
group can do to address these difficulties:

● Offering a clear positive return to your community: the social value of being part of a
repair community, the benefits of repair and the positive impact on the environment
making people feel ‘useful’, creating and promoting learning and personal growth
opportunities

● Communicating about these positive traits outside your community
● Recruiting new volunteers continuously, by connecting with visitors or outsiders who

show interest in your group’s values or activities
● Accepting that it is always tough to balance enough helping hands with visitors’

needs for repair

2.5.2. Successful repair
Repair events face another challenge, which is to increase the rate of fixed items in
proportion to the number of items brought in: the repair success rate. When repairing an
item, repairers are faced with a number of difficulties, of which the largest group is related to
the availability and cost of spare parts (see red categories in the image). Other difficulties
include the lack of tools available or information about the product, or the impossibility or
excess of time needed to open a product.

Barriers for repair (data from 525/3200 repairs, RepairMonitor results 2021)24

24 Repair Café International. (2021). RepairMonitor: spare parts crucial for better repair.
https://www.repaircafe.org/en/repairmonitor-spare-parts-crucial-for-better-repair/
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3. Maakbaar Leuven network and repair groups

3.1. Vision and organization
Since 2018, Maakbaar Leuven has been organizing repair cafés in and around the city of
Leuven (BE). Repair events have been taking place for over 8 years now, and since the
foundation of Maakbaar Leuven repairs are performed in a network of four different repair
groups: the Repair Hub located nearest the city center, in Kessel-Lo (Hal 5) in the east, in
Heverlee in the south and in Wijgmaal in the north. The different locations share the same
vision and values, share some resources and address a roughly similar community of
volunteers. However, as each location is covered by a different organizing volunteer, in
practice there are some variations such as the amount of events organized per year and the
composition of the volunteer (sub)communities.

Maakbaar Leuven’s repair network ecosystem

Typical repair network activities Typical repair group activities

● Overarching facilitation
● Communication with repair group

organizers
● Facilities and material
● Digital tools and support
● Promotion (calendars, social media)
● Communication and repair content

(mail, social media, newsletters)
● Recruitment of volunteers
● Trainings for volunteers
● Insurance
● …

● Event planning and promotion
● Define product categories accepted for

repair
● Logistics and event organization
● Repairing
● Digital repair monitoring
● Communication with repair group

community
● …
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Leuven has evolved into a city with a rich ecosystem for technical partners, knowledge and
professional profiles, with the presence of KU Leuven, a world-renowned university with a
well-established engineering department, and corporations and research institutes such as
imec and Materialise. As a result, one of the main focuses of Maakbaar Leuven’s repair
cafés stems from the skills and interests of the repair volunteers in our network: the repair of
electrical and electronic devices.

Repair café locations Maakbaar Leuven

3.2. Repair Hub
Repair cafés in the Repair Hub take place once per month, with a presence of 4 to 7
repairers per event. The events are organized on Saturday mornings and last for three
hours. In the Repair Hub, tools are readily available on tool walls and in tool boxes and a
small amount of spare parts (such as power supply cables) is in stock. Thanks to the
familiarity with the space and the high frequency of the events taking place, the organization
allows for standardization.

On average, a repairer treats about one item per hour, amounting to 12 to 21 treated items
per event. The success rate of fixes at events is about 50%, so a repair café with about 6 to
10 fixed items is considered a successful event.

3.3. Hal 5, Heverlee and Wijgmaal
The repair events in the other three communities are at a slightly lower pace, taking place
every 3 to 4 months. The types of products covered at the events of Hal 5 and Heverlee are
largely the same as in the Repair Hub (mostly electricals and electronic devices), whereas in
Wijgmaal more categories are covered including textile and bicycles. The promotion for the
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events in Hal 5 and Heverlee are also largely the same as in the Repair Hub, done online
through social media and online event calendars, whereas Wijgmaal still attracts most of its
visitors through flyers and printed posters in public spaces.

3.4. Repair cafés ‘on site’
Since 2022 Maakbaar Leuven has been reintroducing the repair café ‘on site’, a formula that
was active until a few years ago. During these repair events, a smaller group of 2 to 3
repairers takes post at a location of social organizations in Leuven (community centers,
residential homes, …) to repair the items of the social organization’s target audience. This
can be seen as a ‘repair café light’: registration of the items brought in is done by only 1
person instead of 2 reception volunteers, and there is just one ‘light’ toolbox present on site.
The events are organized in collaboration with MAAKbar, where Maakbaar Leuven performs
repairs to mostly electricals, and MAAKbar takes care of textiles.

3.5. Shared resources
The network of 4 repair cafés share some resources to join forces and optimize efforts.
A first resource shared is on the level of communication: the Maakbaar Leuven website
transmits the organization’s values, publishes the repair café dates and times and collects
relevant content on repair. Also the promotion is managed jointly through social media
profiles frequently posting updates (3 to 4 messages a week), as well as publication of the
repair event dates in other online calendars accessible to a wider audience. For its internal
communication towards volunteers, shared mailing lists provide an easy way to reach
volunteers and allow for quick updates when new volunteers join one or more repair
communities at the same time.

Additionally, a joint insurance covers all volunteers of Maakbaar Leuven for all events
organized.

Another shared resource are Maakbaar Leuven’s facilities and material. The Repair Hub is a
space that all repairers from the community can access freely 24/7 (by installing an app that
operates a smart lock), and where they can use the available tools and workbenches to
perform their own repairs or create their own projects. The space is shared with Leuven’s
High Tech Lab, a maker community that offers citizens access to a laser cutter and 3D
printers for their own projects.
Additionally, for all repair cafés joint tool boxes are available: the MaakBoxen. These are
well-equipped and rollable for easy transport, to support repairers in their repair activities
with simple and more specialized tools, from screw driver sets to multimeters to glue guns to
component boxes with consumables such as fuses and capacitors. To optimize the shared
use of these boxes, an online lending library is used by all 4 organizers to book the items in
advance for each repair café, specifying pick-up and drop-off dates.
There are 3 types of MaakBoxen available:

● MaakBox Basis (x2): the ‘lighter’ toolkit, with all basics (screw drivers, pliers,
multimeter, glue gun, soldering iron) and some extras such as fuses
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● MaakBox XL: the extended toolkit, containing roughly the same material as the Basis
box and some extras, such as a multitool, electronic components (capacitors, diodes,
ceramic fuses), an antistatic mat and a portable bench vice.

● Support Box: includes all support material, such as power strips and extension cords,
a controllable lab power supply, laminated signage prints and tape to guide visitors to
the repair café, and some items for sanitary hygiene.

The MaakBox Basis A MaakBox reservation page on Lend
Engine

4. Logging repair with digital tools

4.1. Landscape of digital tools for logging repair
Different online tools exist to collect data from repairs and repair events and to produce
statistics on repair. Known examples are the RepairMonitor from Repair Café International
and the Fixometer from the Restart Project, which will be further elaborated upon below.
The data collection is based on the Open Repair Data Standard (ORDS) as part of the Open
Repair Alliance. Different modules of collected information include25:

● Product related: Information about the product/device that someone has attempted
to fix. Fields: Product category; Brand; Year of Manufacture.

● Repair related: Information about the attempted fix and its outcome. Fields:
Problem; Repair Status; Repair Barrier.

● Session related: Information about when the repair took place and through which
community repair group. Fields: Id; Group Identifier; Event Date.

Standardizing this data allows for producing joint statistics on the above levels, generating
insights based on data from many different repair groups and events across the globe and
across different platforms. Statistics can be created on for example, repair success rate,
differences across product categories, repair barriers, or positive environmental impact
achieved by performed repairs.

25 Open Repair Alliance. (2021, December 16). Open Repair Data Standard. Open Repair Data
Standard. Retrieved June 24, 2022, from https://openrepair.org/open-data/open-standard/
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4.1.1. RepairMonitor
The RepairMonitor is a tool made available by Repair Café
International, originated in the Netherlands, to monitor which
products repair cafés receive, what is wrong with them and what has been done - with or
without success - to repair the object.26 The main function of the tool is to develop statistics
on repair data: products most often brought in (product categories, brands…) and the
success rate of repairs, in order to produce recommendations for better designed products,
better regulation and more careful use, towards manufacturers, politicians and consumers.27

The RepairMonitor is not intended as an overall replacement for the visitor administration of
local repair groups. Repair groups that want to keep track of email addresses, postal codes,
ages or other data of their visitors must do so separately.28

Data collection
The RepairMonitor uses three main screens for data entry, as can be seen in the below
image:

1. ‘Add new repair’ to enter a new item being brought to an event
2. ‘Outstanding repairs’ to follow up on the items being fixed
3. ‘Completed repairs’ to view a list of all the group’s finished items

RepairMonitor organization dashboard29

Data fields available for adding a new repair:
● Repair date
● Autonumbered reference ID
● Product info: product category (ORDS), description, brand, production year and

model or type number (free text fields)
● Problem description (free text field)

29 A. (2019, July 17). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/14

28 Repair Café International. (n.d.-a). About the RepairMonitor. RepairMonitor. Retrieved June 24,
2022, from https://www.repairmonitor.org/en/node/538

27 Repair Café International. (2018, March 16). RepairMonitor animation ENGLISH [Video]. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP24o2FEmvA

26 Repair Café International. (n.d.). About the RepairMonitor. RepairMonitor. Retrieved June 24, 2022,
from https://www.repairmonitor.org/en/node/538
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Adding a new repair30 Completing a repair31

Completing a repair:
● Repair info:

○ Repairer name(s)
○ Description of the defect found (free text field)

● Complete status: Repaired / Half and/or advice given / Not repaired
● Obstacles for repair (since 2021, ORDS drop-down menu)

○ Too worn out
○ Spare parts not available at repair session
○ Unidentified failure
○ Spare parts not available on the market
○ Spare parts too expensive
○ No way to open the product
○ Too time consuming
○ Lack of equipment at repair location
○ Repair information not available

● Repairability score given by repairer (1-10)
● Extra repair information (free text field)

31 A. (2019, July 17). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/14

30 A. (2019, July 17). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/14
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Data output
The RepairMonitor shows data output on the level of a single repair group as well as on a
national level. Produced statistics are available for download through the group’s online
dashboard, and include insights on:

○ Performed repairs
○ Repair success rate
○ Obstacles for repair (since 2021)
○ Repaired product categories
○ Repaired brands

Organization’s repairs percentage per product category32

National number of items brought in per product
category and repair success rate33

National percentage repair success
rate34

34 A. (2019, July 17). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/14

33 A. (2019, July 17). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/14

32 A. (2019, July 17). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/14
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Top 10 repaired brands in 202135 Obstacles for repair 2021 (for 500/3200 items)36

4.1.2. Fixometer
The Fixometer is the engine behind Restarters.net, a growing community of community
fixers and organizers, originated in the UK. Using the Fixometer tool, members are building a
repair knowledge base and logging fixes occurring at the events they run, capturing the
environmental and social impact of their work.37 The Fixometer focuses on collecting repair
data of consumer electronics and electricals (“powered” items), but since 2020 enables data
entry for “unpowered” goods as well, such as textile, bicycles and knives.

Fixometer global impact statistics38

38 The Restart Project. (n.d.). The Fixometer. Restarters.Net. Retrieved June 24, 2022, from
https://restarters.net/fixometer

37 The Restart Project. (2022, February 21). The Fixometer. Retrieved June 24, 2022, from
https://therestartproject.org/fixometer-2/

36 Repair Café International. (n.d.-b). RepairMonitor 2021 statistics [Image]. RepairMonitor: Spare
Parts Crucial for Better Repair.
https://www.repaircafe.org/en/repairmonitor-spare-parts-crucial-for-better-repair/

35 Repair Café International. (n.d.-b). RepairMonitor 2021 statistics [Image]. RepairMonitor: Spare
Parts Crucial for Better Repair.
https://www.repaircafe.org/en/repairmonitor-spare-parts-crucial-for-better-repair/
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Fixometer group dashboard39

Data collection
In comparison to the RepairMonitor, the Fixometer starts its data entries from an event page
linked to your repair group, rather than the group’s overview page itself. This allows for two
types of data linked to an event: the repaired items, as well as the people attending the
event (repairers, visitors). Moreover, instead of entering the item first and in a second stage
the information on the repair like the RepairMonitor does, a user enters all the information
from a finished repair into the Fixometer in one go.

The main fields used to enter a repaired item can be seen in the image below:
● Product category (ORDS)
● Brand and model (drop-down, free text field)
● Item’s age
● Repair status: Fixed / Repairable / End-of-Life (drop-down)
● Spare parts required: Yes - from manufacturer / Yes - from 3rd party / No (drop-down)
● Product weight estimate
● Description of problem / solution (free text field)
● Extra repair information (free text field)
● Image upload

39 The Restart Project. (n.d.-a). Fixometer group dashboard [Image]. The Fixometer.
https://therestartproject.org/fixometer-2/
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Item data entry for a repair event40

Community attendance data entry for a repair event41

Data output
“Together with our growing network, we collect and share data on the things we repair, and
use it to help us demand better, more sustainable products.”42

42 The Restart Project. (n.d.-d). Repair data. Retrieved July 1, 2022, from https://therestartproject.org/

41 The Restart Project. (n.d.-a). Attendance [Image]. How to Log Repair Data from Your Event.
https://talk.restarters.net/t/how-to-log-repair-data-from-your-event/1028

40 Repair&Share. (n.d.). Fixometer data entry [Image]. Webinar Data for the Repair Community.
https://repairshare.be/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/WebinarDatafortheRepairCommunity_07_05_2020
_OpenRepairDataPPT-.pdf
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Impact data from the Fixometer43

“The Restart Project internally analyses repair data submitted via the Fixometer, and plans to
use it for additional research on barriers to repair, aggregating and comparing it with data
shared by other members of the Open Repair Alliance, which is grouping all national repair
organisations in Europe and beyond. By aggregating and comparing data from community
groups around the world using the Open Repair Data Standard, the Open Repair Alliance
plans to provide evidence in support to new legislation on eco-design requirements and the
Right to Repair.
In addition to this, repair data allows Restart to calculate the environmental impact of
community repair activities: CO2 emissions and weight for the waste prevented at events.”44

Group impact
Logged on to Restarters.net, groups can see the impact they’re having on the group’s page.
These statistics are automatically generated from the data groups enter for each event they
run and are broken down into four sections45:

● Key Stats – the headline statistics of both the social and environmental impact:
number of participants, hours volunteered, total events, kilograms of waste prevented
and kilograms of CO2 emissions prevented.

● Events – the stats you’ve entered for each individual event (all the above plus the
number of fixed, repairable and end of life devices at each).

● Environmental impact – the amount of waste and CO2 emissions diverted including
comparative examples to make these easier to understand.

● Device breakdown – an overview of the most common kinds of device seen at your
group’s events as well as repair success rates.

45 The Restart Project. (n.d.-g). Viewing your impact. Retrieved July 1, 2022, from
https://therestartproject.org/fixometer-2/get-started/impact/

44 The Restart Project. (n.d.-e). Why we collect repair data. Retrieved July 1, 2022, from
https://therestartproject.org/fixometer-2/why-we-collect-repair-data/

43 The Restart Project. (n.d.-e). Repair data [Image]. Impact Data. https://therestartproject.org/
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Restarters.net group impact46

● Key stats
○ Total participants
○ Total hours volunteered
○ Total events
○ Waste prevented (kg)
○ CO2 prevented (kg)

● Group events
○ Per event: same data as above including device repairability data

● Environmental impact
○ Total waste (kg) and CO2 (kg) prevented

46 The Restart Project. (n.d.-d). Impact [Image]. Viewing Your Impact.
https://therestartproject.org/fixometer-2/get-started/impact/
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○ Translated into understandable and engaging graphs:
■ Equal to driving # km by car
■ Like manufacturing # cars

● Device breakdown
○ Total devices worked on
○ Total repaired, repairable, end-of-life
○ Most repaired devices (product categories)
○ More detailed stats per product category

■ Total repaired, repairable, end-of-life
■ Most seen, most repaired, least repaired

Product category insights
Apart from these group statistics, The Restart Project organizes sprints in order to process
worldwide data recorded through partners of the Open Repair Alliance47, and create in-depth
insights through ‘people-powered research’ (very similar to ‘citizen science’). The data is
analyzed through a section on the Restarters.net community forum called the ‘Data
Workbench’.
An example of a recent action is DustUp, where people from inside and outside the
Restarters community analyzed data on over 3000 vacuum cleaner repairs through
‘microtasks’, identifying the most common problems occurring within this product category
from data entered manually during Repair Parties.48

Similar actions have been carried out for other product categories, including printers,
laptops, mobiles, tablets and batteries.49

49 Open Repair Alliance. (2022, January 7). Insights. Retrieved July 1, 2022, from
https://openrepair.org/open-data/insights/

48 The Restart Project. (2022b, June 29). Insights: Vacuum cleaners. Open Repair Alliance. Retrieved
July 1, 2022, from https://openrepair.org/open-data/insights/vacuum-cleaners/

47 The Restart Project. (n.d.-b). Data Workbench. Restarters.Net. Retrieved July 1, 2022, from
https://restarters.net/workbench?_ga=2.227598814.2105499161.1656680566-516057205.164630651
7
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DustUp action: analyzing manually entered repair logs through ‘micro-tasks’50

This process resulted in a number of in-depth insights for the product category of vacuum
cleaners:

● Most repaired brands
● Most common faults
● Repair success rate (repair status)
● Estimated age when brought in for repair
● Fault types by repair status

Most common vacuum cleaner faults51 Vacuum brands in DustUp52

52 The Restart Project. (n.d.-b). DustUp statistics [Image]. Open Repair Alliance.
https://openrepair.org/open-data/insights/vacuum-cleaners/

51 The Restart Project. (n.d.-b). DustUp statistics [Image]. Open Repair Alliance.
https://openrepair.org/open-data/insights/vacuum-cleaners/

50 The Restart Project. (n.d.-b). DustUp statistics [Image]. Open Repair Alliance.
https://openrepair.org/open-data/insights/vacuum-cleaners/
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Vacuum fault types and repair status53

4.2. RepairConnects development
Digital tools like the RepairMonitor and the Fixometer have been used for quite some time by
different repair groups worldwide. However, Maakbaar Leuven’s observation is that the tools
stand on their own and are often used to (post-facto) record repair actions rather than to
improve the repair process and leverage the impact of the repair community. That is why a
new digital support tool for the repair community is developed in the framework of the
ShaRepair project for Interreg NW Europe54. This is where the ambition for RepairConnects
comes in, in Maakbaar Leuven’s volunteers words envisioned as a tool:

To boost the impact of the repair communities by addressing the full potential of the
digital tools.

RepairConnects has been shaped in the context of the Corona pandemic, when physical
events were impossible as a ‘matching tool’ between volunteers at home and citizens in
need of a repair. At the time of writing, RepairConnects continues to evolve and the
development team is still working on major improvements. This report shows what the tool is
today, and what ambitions we hold for the future to keep improving the way it works and
integrates with real life repair.

Access RepairConnects through: www.repairconnects.org.

54 ShaRepair consortium. (n.d.). The Sharepair project | Sharepair. ShaRepair. Retrieved July 18,
2022, from https://www.sharepair.org/about-sharepair

53 The Restart Project. (n.d.-b). DustUp statistics [Image]. Open Repair Alliance.
https://openrepair.org/open-data/insights/vacuum-cleaners/
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Team and resources
Major contributions to the development of RepairConnects and the documentation of the
development process are attributed to Statik and the team of Maakbaar Leuven volunteers
and coordinators. Main resources used for this report include the Repair Papers, Use Cases,
User flow presentation and the Repair Policy. Testing of the tool was done by multiple repair
groups across Flanders, BE, where RepairConnects was implemented: these include (but
are not limited to) the city of Roeselare and Repair Café Gent. But also the user groups in
Apeldoorn (Netherlands) and Zug (Switzerland) are instrumental in its development. Insights
from testing were complemented by reflections from different repair networks within Belgium
and beyond, such as Repair&Share, Repair Together and the Restart Project, as well as
other ShaRepair partners within the Interreg NWE project.

4.2.1. Context
At the start of this development process, Maakbaar Leuven uses the Fixometer to keep track
digitally of the performed repairs during events and to measure impact. During their own
repair cafes events, several difficulties are observed:55

● There is a limited motivation among repair volunteers and visitors to record data
● Low motivation to consolidate newly acquired know-how
● Little reuse of available data (Google searches, iFixit guides,...)
● Not much information on the large scale impact of repair initiatives
● Limited interaction with other repair communities outside our network

Following the evolving needs and context, the development of a new repair tool,
RepairConnects, then followed in several stages:

● As a response to Covid-19 lockdowns, when physical community meetings were not
possible

● After reduced sanitary restrictions, to integrate with live repair events

4.2.2. Vision
The development of RepairConnects opens up opportunities to improve repair, repair
accessibility and impact in response to evolving societal conditions and the practical
concerns that repair activities are confronted with. We envision the benefits of the tool in
relation to the main values of a repair café as described above: a motivation for a more
circular society, community support and growth, and the desire to learn and spread learning
opportunities.

In the first place we envision RepairConnects as a link between two parties that are currently
not well-connected: (owners of) broken devices and people with the necessary skills to
fix them. Stepping in as a matching tool between these parties, the digital platform can be
expected to increase visibility of, and citizens’ accessibility to, repair as a low-cost and
low-barrier option to extend a product’s life span. Additionally, in response to the 2020 Covid
sanitary restrictions, a match making tool allows for repair activities to continue

55 Maakbaar Leuven. (2020, November). RC2.0 Repair Methodology.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_mq0Jk4KLA5cfWIVg7hOLAebSqlsDpyrz_EJF0pWgyk/edit#
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autonomously outside of collective repair events, which were at the time prevented from
taking place.

Secondly, a digital tool to register broken devices can generate valuable data from which
insights can be drawn on a higher level, from an environmental perspective as well as for
learning purposes. What products are most often brought in with which kinds of issues,
what repairs are performed to address the problems, or what barriers most commonly
prevent a successful repair? Or in the form of documented repair records: how did another
repairer perform a repair of a product similar to the one you are working on, what spare parts
were needed, and what resources did (s)he use in the process?

Thirdly, the collected data can be expected to create visibility around the benefits and
positive impact of repair, such as repair success rates, scale, or CO2 emissions and waste
prevented by successful repairs. Additionally, by integrating this data with the Open Repair
Data Standard a large-scale global database is expanded and increases leverage to
influence policy, product design and production on a structural level.
Our perception is that there is little to no top-down demand for such data from
manufacturers, given that the urgency for structural improvement is rather low from an
economic perspective of traditional producers of throw-away products. The interest of policy
makers is growing (because of new environmental regulations and interest in the circular
economy) but has not been translated into action. The production of these data insights can
therefore be considered a bottom-up push to bring the visibility and benefits of repair higher
up the agenda.

Lastly, joining repair volunteers together in an online repair community that matches the
offline one offers opportunities to improve cohesion, collaboration and knowledge exchange
within the community.

4.2.3. Development

Stages
Autonomous repair
In a first phase, RepairConnects was launched to address the need for a repair solution
during 2020 Covid lockdowns. As this societal context prevented communities from
physically meeting up, a first version of RepairConnects was launched as a matching tool
between a broken object and a repair volunteer, enabling repairers to perform ‘autonomous
repair’ at their homes.

Relaunch of live repair events
In a second stage, after partial reduction of Covid sanitary restrictions, repair events started
to take place again. Although not yet adapted for this context, RepairConnects
supplemented the Fixometer for tracking repairs during the live events. Additionally, visitors
were invited to book time slots using Google Forms to organize the flow and to balance the
repair supply/demand for an event, and RepairConnects kept being used occasionally as a
matching tool.

Integration with live repair events
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In a third (and current) stage, RepairConnects is being further adapted for live repair events,
focusing on a better integration of the digital and physical context, while maintaining the
option to register a broken device for ‘autonomous repair’.

Repair methodology
Based on the numerous repair cafés and practical experience won from performing repairs,
Maakbaar Leuven’s community developed the Repair Plan56: a systematic approach to
repair. This method was further refined in order to structure the repair app following a typical
repair flow, reflected in 4 phases of repair:

○ Intake: collecting the details about a broken object, acquiring a first
understanding of how the product was used, how it failed and what the
problem is

○ Diagnosis: identifying - based on the symptoms - which part of the object is
reason for the malfunctioning

○ Root Cause: in-depth analysis on why the formerly identified part is broken.
This is an important step to prevent repetition of the malfunctioning

○ Repair: the actual repair activity

This approach, seen in the workshop slides below, has been applied in the context of
learning as well, as a framework to instruct interested citizens and to onboard new repairers,
providing some insight into the tacit repair knowledge present in the heads and hands of
more experienced repairers. It is important that the digital tool adopts the Repair Plan given
that an organized flow is expected to result in more successful individual repair actions and
in this way boost the number of repairs and the positive impact on a larger scale.

Repair Plan slides57 Repair Plan: intake

57 Maakbaar Leuven, & van Breussegem, T. (2022, July 15). Repair methodology [Slides].
Slideshare.Net. https://www.slideshare.net/MaakbaarLeuven/repair-methodology-252197050

56 Maakbaar Leuven, & van Breussegem, T. (2022, July 15). Repair methodology [Slides].
Slideshare.Net. https://www.slideshare.net/MaakbaarLeuven/repair-methodology-252197050
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Repair Plan: diagnosis Repair Plan: root cause

Repair Plan: repair

Design principles for integrating the digital and live context
The development of RepairConnects aims to integrate two contexts of the repair eco-system
on the basis of a common methodology: the live context of repair activities and actions, and
the digital platforms that support and extend these58. To give direction to this development
process, three main design principles were used: mimicry, leverage and confluence.59

Mimicry is focused on the user’s experience, creating comfort to switch between the digital
and physical context by ensuring common ground.

“ Example: During our repair-training we focus on the Repair Plan: a step-by-step
approach to repair. This methodology should also be reflected in the digital tools, for
example by also emphasizing the Repair Plan steps in the digital repair log. ”

59 Maakbaar Leuven & Statik. (2020, November). Methodology for digital tools.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1koMZUImlpd9ZlbiPPvl2pk68R60cm5qzE-mJWLs6Y2Q/edit#he
ading=h.9db3hvgpv87e

58 Maakbaar Leuven. (2020, November). RC2.0 Repair Methodology.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_mq0Jk4KLA5cfWIVg7hOLAebSqlsDpyrz_EJF0pWgyk/edit#
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Leverage focuses on impact and demonstrating the impact of using digital tools during the
repair process, to motivate users to actually use the tools.

“ Example: Visualization of the repair progress and impact during a repair event.”

Confluence ensures a smooth interaction between the digital and physical context. One
should be able to easily transfer a repair action from digital tools to a physical repair event
and vice versa.

“ Example: A repair started in the digital tool could easily be finished during a repair
event without losing track of the data.”

Requirements
A number of use cases60 was developed from the perspective of different user groups
(citizens, repair volunteers, and to a lesser degree repair professionals), to shed light onto
the top requirements for the tool’s development. Seven high level requirements were distilled
from the process61:

● Community building
● Integration
● Visualization
● Quality of repair
● Quality of data
● Engaging users
● Engaging professionals

The three design principles (mimicry, leverage and confluence) were applied to each of
these high level requirements, in order to produce ideas and define more specific features
for the app’s development.

Community building
● Embedding in the communities (Confluence): organize the repair communities into an

online group, treat repairs online and forward them to live events
● Collective learning (Leverage): record a documented repair history online

Integration
● Database access (Leverage): using own database for repair actions, easy browsing

of existing records

Visualization
● Visualization (Leverage): make the digital context visible during repair events or on

offline repair locations, make the added value of data acquisition visible to users and
repair volunteers in order to motivate volunteers to spend effort

● Dashboards to help visualize: repair event based dashboard, repair group based

61 Maakbaar Leuven & Statik. (2020a, November). Methodology for digital tools.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1koMZUImlpd9ZlbiPPvl2pk68R60cm5qzE-mJWLs6Y2Q/edit#he
ading=h.9db3hvgpv87e

60 Maakbaar Leuven & Statik. (2020b, December). Repair Connects use cases.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Umz8UY8ZoXpcS_ozRpH2shauMRhOolq6qJDB2gym1R0/edit
#heading=h.9db3hvgpv87e
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Quality of repair
● Adopting the Repair Plan in the tools (Mimicry)

○ Intake: Type, Model, Brand, Age, as reflected in the Open Repair Data
Standard

○ Diagnosis: identifying the problem (notes)
○ Root cause: digging deeper into the main cause of the failure (notes)
○ Repair: the used method, resources, tools and spare parts

● Motivate users and repair volunteers to add correct and extensive data: focus on the
Repair Plan, and on spare parts

By mimicking the physical context of repair, the Repair Plan aims to boost the quality of the
repair logs and also motivate people to write these logs. Additionally, using a standardized
approach to logging a repair record allows for easier data mining from uniform description
fields. And lastly, by adopting the same Repair Plan as during Maakbaar Leuven’s training
and courses, the digital and physical context are better aligned.

Engaging users (long-term requirement)
● Citizens are stimulated to take up an active role (Leverage): they are prosumers

rather than consumers, inviting them add more data than minimally required when
registering an item for repair (“If you want to boost the success rate of the repair
please add the following data -> symptoms, more detailed information, etc”)

Engaging Professionals (long-term requirement)
● Make it possible for professional to joining the matching app RepairConnects

(Leverage)
● People should be able to apply for professional help or volunteers should be able to

redirect towards professionals (Confluence)

4.3. RepairConnects in practice

4.3.1. Applications: autonomous repair and live repair events
RepairConnects is used for two distinct applications: the one of ‘autonomous repair’ when a
product owner chooses to get in touch with a repair volunteer directly, and the one of ‘live
repair events’ when owners bring their items to an event location where a group of
volunteers is available to perform repairs within a certain time frame.

4.3.2. Repair flow
Both applications use the same three steps62, which reflect the repair process where a
device passes from the owner to the repairer and back again:

1. Registration of a demand for repair or ‘intake’: a citizen registers a broken device
using the online platform, and chooses whether to come to a live repair event or to

62 Maakbaar Leuven. (2020, November). RC2.0 Repair Methodology.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_mq0Jk4KLA5cfWIVg7hOLAebSqlsDpyrz_EJF0pWgyk/edit#
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get in touch with a repairer directly. Registration can be done before a live event, or
upon arrival at the event (at ‘reception’). This step requires the owner to share some
contact information and to agree with the responsibility clause, to share specifications
of the item and symptoms of the problem.

2. Repair action according to a logical repair strategy: the owner of the device and
the repairer start exchanging, launching the repair action itself. Following the core
Repair Plan process of intake, diagnosis, root cause and repair embedded in the
digital tool, repairers can log extensive information and benefit from the learning
curve and the use of previously entered repair information of the local (and global)
community. Additional information can be added: technical documentation from the
producer, tricks and tips in tutorials, pictures used for identification and learning.

3. Conclusion of the repair action or ‘outtake’: at the end of the repair action, the
repair log is completed and the owner takes his item back home. During this step, the
degree of success is indicated: the device is working again, partially repaired or not
yet repaired because additional work or spare parts are needed, or not repairable.
Advice to the item’s owner can be shared in a note (e.g. on maintenance or reference
to professional repair services). After finishing this step, the tool shows the impact of
the repair on the environment.

The flow then looks a little different for autonomous repair vs. live repair events, see the
images below. The main differences are:

● Autonomous repair requires more action from a repairer: to browse the device list,
pick an item and get in touch with the device owner.

● During autonomous repair, the exchange of information on the device and problem
(intake) is done multi-channel (over the phone/video, via email, in person), whereas
at live events the exchange between the repairer and device owner is more direct.

● During live repair events, another role steps in as the person logging the data is not
the repairer (and sometimes also not the owner), but a reception volunteer.

● Repair during live events is performed together with the owner, whereas with
autonomous repair the owner isn’t present during the repair process.
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Repair flow for autonomous repair Repair flow during live repair events

Following the main repair flow, each user interacting with RepairConnects runs through a
series of steps. We expand upon the two main user groups: citizens registering a broken
device through the ‘front end’ part of RepairConnects, and repairers and volunteers
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managing the repairs through the ‘back end’. A more extensive description of these and
additional user flows can be found in the user flows report63.

4.3.3. Citizens user flow
One of the main benefits of RepairConnects for citizens is to connect to a repair community
nearby in order to get a broken item fixed.

Registering a broken device
Depending on the context, citizens will register a broken device at home - directly through
the RepairConnects website or by accessing a link embedded in an online event - or at a
repair event by scanning the QR code from a printout present at the reception table, leading
directly to the repair group’s registration page.
Apart from RepairConnects itself, Maakbaar Leuven uses several platforms to promote
repair events to local citizens:

● Facebook events (about 1800 likes and over 2000 followers in total)
● Maakbaar Leuven website agenda
● UiT in Vlaanderen agenda, also included in the Transformisten calendar, UiT in

Leuven and the LVN city magazine
● Maakleerplek Leuven calendar, the Repair Hub location
● Leuvenfixt website, promoting all repair in Leuven
● Ecowerf waste collection printed calendar, available to all Leuven citizens

Registration link for RepairConnects
embedded in a Facebook event

QR code printout to access repair
group’s registration page

When landing on the RepairConnects home page, device owners click ‘Register a broken
device’. They will then complete registration following three steps: choosing a repair group,

63 Statik. (2021, January). Repair Connects - user flows.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G9C2MNGzQSlhBE5wMSj8zbr7IkH2HmS3d1Jl3yLMw08/edit#
heading=h.f9vm4tezo3kx
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entering their device’s and personal details, and making a choice between coming to a repair
event or getting in touch directly with a repairer.

RepairConnects: home page

RepairConnects: register a broken device in three steps

Since RepairConnects is used by different repair groups, citizens first pick the local group
they want to register their item with. When registering a device during a live event using a
QR code, this selection step is skipped as the code sends a user directly to the group’s
registration page.
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RepairConnects registration step 1: choose a repair community

Next, owners enter the details of their broken item. They select an appropriate product
category to describe the item from the categories. These RepairConnects product categories
are all mapped for an equivalent in the Open Repair Data Standard (ORDS)64. Then the
owner enters the product’s details by filling out the compulsory and optional fields:

● Product category* (ORDS)
● Product details

○ Brand name*
○ Model name
○ Device description
○ Year of manufacture
○ Problem description*

● Photos of the device, the problem and the item’s label

64 Open Repair Alliance. (n.d.). Open Repair Data Standard. Open Repair Data Standard. Retrieved
June 27, 2022, from https://standard.openrepair.org/standard.html#guiding-principles
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RepairConnects registration step 2: choose a product category
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RepairConnects registration step 2: enter product details

In the third step, the owner makes a choice to come to a live event by picking a date, or to
get in touch with a repair volunteer directly (autonomous repair). They enter their contact
information, and tick the box to agree to the terms and conditions from RepairConnects and
to the privacy policy.
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RepairConnects registration step 3: live or online repair, contact details and terms and conditions
agreement

Ticking the agreement box is an important step in registering a device for repair with a
community of volunteers. Volunteers typically offer their skills and services from a personal
motivation and during their spare time, making their services quite different from those of a
repair professional. The most important points mentioned in the Terms of use, are therefore
the following65:

65 Sharepair Project. (n.d.). RepairConnects Terms of use. Terms of Use. Retrieved July 1, 2022, from
https://www.repairconnects.org/en/terms-and-conditions
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● “The owner of the appliance is always liable for any damage to the appliance
during repairs within the framework of this project. The advisory repairer cannot be
held liable for this.”

● “All services are provided voluntarily, no compensation can be claimed for these
services. The purchase price can only be charged for spare parts. This is always
done in consultation with the owner of the appliance.”

RepairConnects terms of use

Upon confirmation, the user sees a confirmation screen and gets an email copy from the
registered information. Additionally, an autonumbered ID is linked to the case.

RepairConnects registration confirmation screen
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Confirmation email to owner after registration
(Dutch example)

Live repair events: device registration flow

Autonomous repair vs. live repair events
Autonomous repair
In the case of autonomous repair, as soon as a repair volunteer picks an item from the
device list and selects it for repair, the owner receives a message confirming that the repair
has started. The repairer then contacts the owner to ask for any additional information on the
device or the problem and to organize the exchange of the device, and moves forward with
the repair. In the case that any spare parts are necessary to complete the repair, the repairer
will get in touch with the owner to understand their preferences.
Finally, once the repair has been completed and the repairer has filled out the log, pick-up of
the device is organized and the owner receives a final email with a link to the final repair
report.
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Confirmation email to owner when a volunteer
has picked the item to start repairing

Final email to owner when a repair is completed

Live repair events
If a device owner chooses to bring their item to a repair event, upon arrival a reception
volunteer looks up the device in RepairConnects using the registration number that the
owner received by email. If a device was not pre-registered, the owner completes the
registration on site by scanning the QR code, as explained above. In order of arrival, the
owners are then referred (both physically and ‘digitally’, as will be shown below) to a
repairer, and owner and repairer perform the repair together.

After the repair, the owner passes by the reception table for the ‘outtake’ and explains to the
reception volunteer whether the device was fixed or not, what seemed to have been the
issue and how it was repaired. The reception volunteer completes the repair log in
RepairConnects using the information provided, and upon completion the owner receives an
email with a link to the final repair report.

In the case that a repair could not be completed during the event, and the repairer decides to
take the device home or to provide additional advice resulting from research done after the
event, the repairer can quickly find the owner’s contact details in RepairConnects as the
reception volunteer has linked the device to their account. In this case, it is the repairer who
finishes the repair log and marks the repair ‘Complete’ when finished.

4.3.4. Repairers and volunteers user flow
A major function for repairers and volunteers using RepairConnects, is to manage the
registered devices. Once a volunteer has registered within a local repair community66, they
can log in to manage the repairs.

Autonomous repair vs. live repair events
As was shown above, a volunteer’s flow for logging repairs is different for the two contexts:
autonomous repair versus live repair events.

66 Statik. (2021, January). Repair Connects - user flows.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G9C2MNGzQSlhBE5wMSj8zbr7IkH2HmS3d1Jl3yLMw08/edit#
heading=h.f9vm4tezo3kx
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When repairing autonomously, it is the repairer who manages the whole logging process.
The autonomous setting also allows for taking some time to finish a repair and the final
repair log.
During live events however, the repair process is managed by reception volunteers, and
there is often some time pressure as visitors are waiting in line for their turn, and a higher
level of complexity as there are often many repairers at work at the same time. Additionally,
reception volunteers are often people who are a little older or come to repair cafés for social
motives, rather than having an extensive knowledge of repair and the repair process. An
extra difficulty for data logging during events, is that reception volunteers at a repair café
tend to change from one event to the next, they don’t always know all the repairers present,
and the time between two repair events they attend can easily be several months. This can
make them less practiced in the task and using the software.
So logically, a difference can be seen in the way in which flows are managed and data is
logged in RepairConnects in these two contexts.

Group dashboard
The RepairConnects group dashboard is accessed through the left hand column and gives
an overview of relevant information related to the group a volunteer has joined. The
dashboard presents several sections organized in tabs:

- Overview: a quick overview of open devices of the group, a few repairers and future
events of the group

- Devices: an overview of all devices connected to the group
- Repairers: a searchable list of all repairers active in the group
- Events: an overview of all the group’s planned and past events

RepairConnects: Overview
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Devices
In the device list, volunteers can find all devices that were ever registered to their group. The
device list can be:

● Searched based on keywords or on registration ID
● Sorted in different ways (e.g. devices open for repair showing first)
● Filtered based on a selected event, or based on device status also shown through

color codes

RepairConnects: Device list

Color codes for repair status

Repairers
Under the ‘Repairers’ tab, a searchable list appears with the volunteers active in the group,
and each one’s role(s) allowing for different permission levels:

● Repairer: review registered items, pick an item to start repairing, completing a repair
log

● Event organizer: can additionally link registered devices to other repairers
● Entity admin: can create and manage events and user profiles, can access a

downloadable list of all repairs registered in RepairConnects
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RepairConnects: Repairers list

Events
The ‘Events’ tab shows all future and past repair events organized by a group. Repairers can
indicate their attendance to an event using the lightswitch. The event details show location,
date and time, contact person for the event, and the number of devices registered.

RepairConnects: Events
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Repairing a device
By clicking on a registered item from the device list, a volunteer can view its details: case ID,
problem description, contact details of the owner… All devices with status ‘To be selected for
repair’ (green) or ‘Reopened for repair’ (yellow) can be picked for repair. Items linked to an
event are marked in the device list with a purple field including the date and event name.

Device list: items linked to an event are marked with a purple field in the top right corner

A repairer repairing autonomously can move forward with the repair by clicking ‘Repair this
device’ (purple button): the item is then assigned to their account and they can start logging
information to document the repair history.

During live repair events, a reception volunteer links the device to a repairer present at the
event by clicking ‘Assign repairer’ (blue button). This requires an account with permission
levels of an ‘Event organizer’ or ‘Entity admin’ (see Repairer roles).
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Registered item not linked to an event and available
for autonomous repair

Registered item linked to an event

Autonomous repair: logging a repair Live repair events: logging a repair

To manage the flow of devices at an event, repair groups often use a table filled out
manually when a visitor registers at the event and when a device is sent to a repairer. Using
a few descriptive fields (see image), reception volunteers can easily keep track of the order
in which visitors arrive, what devices are sent to which repairer, and whether the repair was
successful or not.
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Table to manage the flow of incoming and outgoing devices during a live repair event67

Once the device is in repair, the repair record contains different elements (see image):
1. Repair log: all data that about the repair action
2. Contact details: entered by the person who registered the device, used to get in

touch with the owner
3. Device details: product information the owner entered when registering the device

Following the Repair Plan and the repair zig-zag methodology (see below), the information
can be clustered into the 4 groups:

● Intake: this is the basic information on the device failure, found in ‘Product details’
and entered by the owner

● Diagnosis: symptoms - where is the problem? (part of the repair log)
● Root cause: dig a little deeper - what causes the problem? (repair log)
● Repair info:

○ Pictures
○ Notes (e.g. indicating different tests that you have already done)
○ Resources that were helpful to you during the repair
○ Spare parts info

The repair log is where repairers can document their repair process, so others can learn
from the experience. This is where data is created and refined on what the problem was,
how the issue was resolved (or addressed), and what resources were used. The Repair Plan

67 Maakbaar Leuven. (n.d.). Volgorde herstellingen [PDF]. Wiki Maakbaar Leuven.
http://maakbaarleuven.wdfiles.com/local--files/rc%3Aorganisator/RC_tabel_volgorde_herstellingen
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steps are clearly reflected in this field, as to structure the repair approach and to reflect the
real life repair method, and to make learning easier as well as more accessible.

Registered device information fields
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Repair Plan slides68 Methodology: repair zig-zag

Completing a repair log
When a repairer has fixed a device or decides that a device can not be fixed, (s)he or the
reception volunteer can complete the repair log (see image). This step allows for entering
data in a quick and standardized way, like the product categories also matching the ORDS
values69. Depending on the final status that was selected, additional options appear to
indicate what barriers prevented a successful repair:

● Repair status:
○ Solved (fixed)
○ End of life (not repairable) → Barriers for repair:

■ Spare parts not available
■ Spare parts are too expensive
■ Not possible to open the device
■ Repair information not available
■ Lack of material
■ Product too worn out

○ Device was not broken
○ Not repaired (to archive) → Barriers for repair:

■ Device owner does not react
■ Product category is not repaired at Repair Café
■ The user preferred to abandon the repair
■ Device owner will buy spare part

Upon completion, a quick extra note can be entered often providing an extra insight into the
repair: e.g. on the final outcome, or naming a spare part that appeared too expensive or
could not be found (free text field).

Upon completion, as mentioned above a link to the repair log is emailed to the device owner.

69 Open Repair Alliance. (n.d.). Open Repair Data Standard. Open Repair Data Standard. Retrieved
June 27, 2022, from https://standard.openrepair.org/standard.html#guiding-principles

68 Maakbaar Leuven, & van Breussegem, T. (2022, July 15). Repair methodology [Slides].
Slideshare.Net. https://www.slideshare.net/MaakbaarLeuven/repair-methodology-252197050
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Completing a repair

Repair barriers for status ‘End of life’ Repair barriers for status ‘Not repaired’
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Repair history
Zooming back out to the left-hand column,volunteers can click on ‘Repair history’. This will
open up a list of all finished repairs worked on by repairers from all repair groups active on
RepairConnects. This is where the collective knowledge from documented repairs can be
accessed: when working on a certain device or a certain problem, a repairer can perform a
free search for a specific keyword (product name, brand, description…) in this list to find any
finished repair record that matches the search.

RepairConnects: Repair history

4.3.5. Data output
A group’s data can easily be viewed and exported from RepairConnects by group members
having the role of Entity Admins, through the administrator dashboard. A group can only
download its own data. Exporting the data downloads a table in Excel format (.xlsx), which
can be used for further analysis as RepairConnects itself does not create any automated
statistics. Each device is represented by a single table line, in which the information is
grouped by the following labels:
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Data label Data entry format Data label Data entry format

ID (registration
number)

(Auto-generated) Event Event name and date;
or blank

Brand name Free text field Slug (url extension) (Auto-generated)

Model name Free text field Repairer name First name and initial

Device type ORDS product
category

Notes Free text field

Repair Status 4 options Diagnosis Free text field

Completed status 4 options or blank Root cause Free text field

Device description Free text field Used materials Free text field

Organization Your own group Used links Free text field

Owner details:
● First name
● Last name
● Email
● Telephone
● Postal code

Free text fields Repair barriers ORDS, 11 options or a
combination

Date creation (Auto-generated) Reminder mail sent (Auto-generated: date
and time, or ‘no
reminder mail send’)

Date modified (Auto-generated)

RepairConnects administrator dashboard data export screen
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Upon further analysis, different insights can be generated depending on the user’s skills to
analyze data using spreadsheet software. Below are some insights generated for all devices
registered with Maakbaar Leuven from 2021 up until June 16th 2022.

2021 and 2022 (16/06) repair success rate
Maakbaar Leuven total percentages

2021 and 2022 (16/06) number of treated
devices for the top 10 registered product

categories

2021 and 2022 (16/06) number of treated devices per repairer (starting at 10 or more)
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2021 and 2022 (16/06) repair barriers for repairs with completed status ‘End of life’

2021 and 2022 (16/06) number of treated devices per repair event

2021 2022 (up until June 16th)

Treated devices 421 389

Repaired 53% 39%

End-of-life 21% 14%

Not repaired 18% 31%

Number of repairers active on
RepairConnects

28 36
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4.3.6. Training/transmission
To enhance learning about how to use RepairConnects, to transmit the values it represents
and to develop a common practice in how to use the tool as a community, several channels
have been used as a context for training and exchange.

Online repair cafés
During Covid lockdowns, online repair cafés were launched to connect the community of
repairers. During group video calls, repairers could follow-up on repairs registered for their
group, exchange information and experiences and help each other out with repairs.

Screenshot from an online repair café70

YouTube videos
In order to promote using RepairConnects among the repair community, YouTube videos
were created for various purposes, such as instructing volunteers (e.g. on how to register as
a repairer for your group), on how to use the basic functions including managing your repairs
and keeping repair records, and to share any recent updates that were made to the tool.

Video still from an instruction video for RepairConnects for repair volunteers71

71 Maakbaar Leuven. (2021b, September 5). MAL Repairconnects events [Video still]. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elzQYs7INWU&t=169s

70 Maakbaar Leuven. (2020a, October 29). Maakbaar Leuven banner [Image]. Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/maakbaarleuven/photos/a.435123283609815/1068903803565090
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Training by doing
Once live repair cafés started taking place again, learning about RepairConnects, its
functions and its application started up in the live context as well. Initially repairers would
partially follow up on the digital repair log of a registered item, which then moved to the
‘exclusive use’ by reception volunteers - from registration of an incoming item up until
outtake. This last approach had the benefit of allowing for repairers to focus on their repair
task and maximize the amount of repaired items during an event. Learning about how to use
the tool took place in the exchange between the volunteers present at the event, by using it
for registration and through evaluations afterwards.

Support Wiki
Additionally, an online wiki was launched to support different people to use RepairConnects
and other digital tools. The page collects support information for different roles: reception
volunteers can for example review the different actions to be done when logging a repair by
checking step-by-step video clips (see image), repairers can review resources, links and tips
to help them with their repair, and event organizers can find the MaakBoxes’ availabilities in
an online calendar and book them in advance for their event.

Support wiki: registration flow for reception volunteers including how-to video clips
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4.4. Other digital tools to support repair
The digital ecosystem of Maakbaar Leuven’s repair café organization extends beyond
RepairConnects, as was already touched upon in previous chapters. The overview below
shows the digital components that support repair and repair visibility:

● Communication, information and promotion: the Maakbaar Leuven website for
repair news and information, the management of shared mailing lists (MailChimp) to
address the community (call for volunteers, quarterly newsletter) and external
interested parties (quarterly newsletter), using social media (Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn) for event promotion and repair content sharing, publishing repair events on
other much-visited online public calendars for promotion (UiT in Vlaanderen,
Transformisten, UiT in Leuven, Maakleerplek Leuven, Leuvenfixt)

● Communication and exchange: a Maakbaar Leuven Zoom account to enable
volunteers to host online repair cafés that exceed the time span of 1 (free) hour,
promoting the use of tools such as WhatsApp or video calls to exchange with citizens
who registered a broken item for autonomous repair

● Resources: the Maakbaar Leuven wiki to support event organizers, repairers and
reception volunteers, a YouTube channel for instructions and promotion on
RepairConnects, a Google Drive for shared file management, external resource
pages and wikis and repair videos

● Tools: the Maakbaar Leuven tool library catalogue for joint management of the
MaakBoxen across repair café communities

● A time slot reservation tool to manage the flow of visitors in repair cafés (Google
Forms, Eventbrite)

● Signup forms to lower the barrier for new repairers and volunteers to join the
community (Google Forms)

5. Reflections on the integration of digital tools and
live repair

5.1. Benefits
Repair in times of little social interaction
RepairConnects and the digital ecosystem of Maakbaar Leuven has enabled citizens to get
in touch with a repairer to get a broken item fixed, even when social interactions were
restricted during Covid times. This societal context created an opportunity for autonomous
repair to grow as a repair method enabled by digital tools: register a broken device, get in
touch with a local repairer and get your item fixed. This has also enabled repairers to repair
more independently and at their own pace, leading to good repair success rates and more
extensive repair records.

Learning opportunities for repair
Keeping a repair log of the performed repair actions has enabled repairers to exchange
knowledge and grow a shared database, as well as to produce statistics on the performed
repairs. Something as simple as having the owner’s contact data at hand on the platform,
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has proven very useful for repairers to move quite independently between the context of live
repair events and autonomous repair (e.g. when taking an item home from a live repair
event, research spare parts and get back in touch with the owner to continue the repair).

Insights through statistics
Systematically logging repairs generates great added value, allowing for insights in the
amount of items repaired, the types of products that are presented at repair events, the
group’s repair success rate or that of certain product categories, or the amount of repairers
active in a group’s community.

Solving practical issues
RepairConnects has also proven itself useful in addressing some practical issues. As
mentioned above, repairers having access to a product owner’s contact data makes it easier
to continue a live repair in an autonomous context and vice versa. Another practical side of
using the digital tool, is the fact that item owners actively tick a liability box before submitting
the registration of their broken items. This helps repairers and organizations to maintain this
informal method of repair performed by volunteers, as the owner’s responsibility for the
repair outcome is clear and thereby creating a safe space for repairers to work and learn.

5.2. Challenges

5.2.1. Data logging and analysis

Digital logging: live repair events vs. autonomous repair
Logging data still requires quite some energy and volunteers are not always motivated to do
so. A difference can be seen in how logging is done in the two application contexts: live
repair events and autonomous repair.

Autonomous repair logs
In general, data logging is done more qualitatively during autonomous repair. This has
several reasons:

● Repair ownership and knowledge: repairers log their own repairs, which allows
them to have some control on the information entered, to elaborate on the methods,
tools, links used, the problems they encountered, the way in which they tackled
problems… This makes records filled out by autonomous repairers generally more
complete.

● More time per repair: in the context of autonomous repair, there is also more time
available per repair. Repairers fix an item at their own pace, allowing them to reflect
upon it in the process, and to take their time to complete the repair log.

Live repair logs
Logging data in a live repair context is a little more challenging. At the moment, there are a
few conflicts that make for a partial mismatch between digital logging and live repair events.

● RepairConnects is not yet fully adapted to the live repair context. In its first
phase, the platform was developed as a digital matching tool between a broken item
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and a repairer, to enable autonomous repair during Covid lockdowns. Strong efforts
are being made to further improve the flow for live events (see next chapter), but for
the moment the tool is not yet fully adapted to this context.

● Reception volunteers often lack practice and tech-savviness. Reception
volunteers logging the repairs are not always the same people across different
events, and the time between events can easily be several months. This makes
getting to learn the tool in an efficient way a challenge. More so because reception
volunteers are often social personalities rather than tech-savvy people, making even
working with a computer or tablet sometimes a challenge.
This seems to not only be the case for repair groups using RepairConnects, as we
can tell from an excerpt from the Restarters.net forum on logging digitally during live
repair events, where we read that data entry during live events continues to compete
against pen and paper:
* “I find it a challenge as it requires more time and patience from both the visitor and
the welcoming person to do it fully and properly, thinking that not everybody is so
dexterous with pc’s and the limited time on the spot”72

● Repair cafés are social events. The more effort it takes to log data, the less
motivated people will be in the long run to keep completing all digital registration. As
a large driver for reception volunteers remains a social one, the task of sitting behind
a computer screen to do administration is not always a match with the task of walking
around and making sure everyone is happy and at ease.

● Reception volunteers don’t always have a technical background. They often
lack technical knowledge to make an accurate description of the encountered
problem and the performed repair, resulting in less qualitative repair logs.

● Time pressure. Repair events can sometimes receive an overload of broken items. It
happens that incoming items have to be refused because the number of repairs to be
done exceeds the capacity of the repairers present at the event. If reception
volunteers are unable to follow the flow of incoming items and record their repair
history, it happens that items are not ‘treated’ digitally but were actually treated in real
life, or that repair records remain incomplete. This can require some post-event
processing to clean up the digital list of items and their logs.
Also other repair groups encounter this problem, as we can read on the
Restarters.net forum: “At a busy event, recording data is often the first thing that is
dropped, so it needs to be as simple and quick as possible. Ultimately, any system
for live data entry is competing with the simplicity and accessibility of pen and
paper.”73

Additionally, repairers are often motivated to help as many visitors as possible and
perform as many successful repairs as possible to make the event a success. This
puts some pressure on the time available, making it more difficult to pass the right
information for a repair log to the reception volunteer who completes the log after the
repair was performed.

73 J. (2019c, July 19). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/18

72 A. (2019b, July 18). Repair Café’s “RepairMonitor” - now free-to-access [Forum]. The Restarters
Community. https://talk.restarters.net/t/repair-cafes-repairmonitor-now-free-to-access/1474/17
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Data insights
Currently, there are not many insights to be drawn yet from comparing the Maakbaar Leuven
data from 2021 to 2022 drawn from RepairConnects. In 2021, live events started taking
place only from September on due to Corona and before that time only autonomous repairs
were logged. And given that it was the first full year during which RepairConnects was used,
the data is not very consistent yet. In 2022, the data is still not very consistent, but we do see
a spike in the number of treated devices. This probably has a number of reasons, including
the fact that more events took place and there were decreased sanitary measures related to
Covid, and the use of RepairConnects during live repair events was more consistent thanks
to practice over time and promotion of the tool inside the community.

However inconsistent, a few conclusions can already be drawn from the data at hand. The
main issue we see is that analyzing data from RepairConnects currently requires a lot of
energy. Two main reasons for this are a shortage of (insightful) standardized parameters to
facilitate easy data processing, and the need for a lot of manual work in analyzing data in a
spreadsheet tool.

Although some data entries follow the Open Repair Data Standard in an effort to uniformize
data outputs, it is still difficult to draw insightful statistics from the data entered in
RepairConnects. This is largely due to the fact that many data entries are done in free text
fields, as was shown in chapter 4. It is especially difficult to analyze repair faults (problem,
diagnosis, root cause) in an insightful way. Analyzing this data requires smart data mining or
a more labor intensive manual evaluation.

5.2.2. Community building
In the context of live repair events a community of volunteers can grow quite organically, as
volunteers spend time together in the same place. In the autonomous repair context, this is
more of a challenge. Autonomous repairers can easily pick items they want to repair from
the list, interact with the owner and pass on to the repair phase, without ever interacting with
another member from their repair community. So making these members feel part of the
community is not a given. There are different ways in which community in the context of
autonomous repair can be supported to grow:

● Hosting online repair cafés where repairers attend a joint video call, can provide an
opportunity to exchange experiences and connect in an informal way

● RepairConnects ‘Repair history’ makes the repair records logged by other repairers
searchable. The record displays the name of the repairer (from the whole
RepairConnects community), although it is not possible to contact the repairer
directly.

● RepairConnects’ ‘Repairers list’ gives all repairers access to the contact details of all
the volunteers in their own repair community, enabling them to get in touch if
necessary.

5.2.3. Repair capacity and follow-up
Another challenge is to find a right balance between the number of repairers for both
autonomous and live repair versus the number of broken items registered for both repair
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forms. After Covid lockdowns the attention started shifting back to repair during live events,
and we see that the presence of repairers at live events is back to a good level, which is
relatively high compared to the number of repairers for the autonomous repair context.
However, citizens can still register their broken items for autonomous repair, so we are
noticing an overflow of to-be-repaired items not linked to an event as the autonomous
repairers can not keep up with the quantities. There are a few ways to address this issue:

● Communicating with owners of items that have been registered for autonomous
repair but have remained untreated for a while, and inviting them to bring their item to
a live repair event

● Increasing the number of autonomous repairers by recruiting more directly for this
form of repair

In practice, repairers who perform autonomous repairs are often volunteers who also come
to live events, but the popularity of autonomous repair has diminished a little since Covid
times. However, repairers connected to the repair group are continuously invited to start
repairing items on the list for autonomous repair, as they receive a weekly digest mail in their
inbox listing a number of recently registered items open for repair.

In general, moving items back and forth between autonomous and live repair is not as
flexible as it could be, or to treat ‘no-shows’ from live repair events directly in the context of
autonomous repair is not as easy, due to the practical constraints such as autonomous
repairer capacity. This is a challenge to be further explored.

5.2.4. Learning opportunities
As autonomous repair is done rather individually, it diminishes the social aspect and makes it
more difficult to repair together. As opposed to repairing in a live repair context, the
autonomous repair process is less transparent to the product owner which diminishes the
opportunities for exchange and learning.

Additionally, RepairConnects’ ‘Repair history’ has the potential of being a very powerful tool,
as it provides access to all the repair records ever entered by all repair groups that use
RepairConnects. At the moment however, the search function is rather limited and it appears
difficult to return high-quality results from a search action. This is related to the quality of the
repair logs (as described above), as well as to the availability (or absence) of suitable search
filters or aids within the tool.

5.2.5. Liability
No repair has a guaranteed successful outcome, and as was explained above the
responsibility for the repair outcome always stays with the product owner. Repair cafés are
free and not a professional repair service, and often count on the goodwill of visitors to
understand this formula and the efforts made. The main effort of a repair group lies in
communicating the owner’s responsibility, rather than having a legally binding commitment
from the owner’s side.
Communicating this responsibility however stays an issue. This is rarely a problem, as most
visitors understand the context of a repair café well. But exceptions to this sometimes create
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situations rather to be avoided, for example when a broken item gets more broken during
repair, and the item was very expensive or the owner is not very well off financially.

When logging repairs digitally, product owners tick a box to confirm that they agree with the
terms and conditions of a repair performed by volunteers. This is experienced as a good way
to waive liability, as a digital tick is recorded indefinitely in the RepairConnects database. But
at repair events, especially when the number of items brought in is higher than expected, a
quick way to register an incoming item is for reception volunteers to complete the registration
themselves. This sometimes leads to the situation that product owners quickly dictate their
contact details, and reception volunteers tick the liability box themselves before submitting
the form. Also, when repairing an item of an owner that speaks a foreign language or who is
not very tech-savvy, it can be difficult for a reception volunteer to follow the prescribed flow
for registration and let product owners complete the necessary steps.

There are a few ways to get the message of the owner’s responsibility across more clearly:
● Instructing reception volunteers on the importance of letting the owner fill out their

contact details and tick the liability box themselves before submitting a registration
● Communicating the house rules and the typical flow of a repair event with a

language-transcending (visual) instrument, to bridge the language and technology
gap for some visitors or audiences

● Sharing good practice with repairers on communicating this responsibility before
starting a repair, and on warning owners before undertaking a repair step that has a
risk of damaging the item and agreeing with them before passing on to the next step

6. Further development
The experience from working with RepairConnects creates directions for logical
improvements while at the same time presenting new opportunities for future development.
From a practical point of view, two main tracks have been identified as development
priorities: to simplify data logging during live repair events and to publish positive
environmental impact statistics for performed repairs. These are to be dealt with in the short
term and are expected to significantly improve the ergonomics and attractiveness of the tool,
and the flow of data entry.
Actively using the tool has also generated perspective in the long term on possibilities for
other development tracks and opportunities for new projects that continue the efforts made
in this project on better integrating the digital and live repair contexts.

6.1. Priorities

Improved data entry flow for live events
A first development effort being made in the short term, is to improve the flow of logging
during live repair events for two main goals. The first goal is to decrease the time and effort
needed to log repairs during an event, thereby relieving pressure from reception volunteers
and making their administrative task more manageable, hence creating more space for
social interaction. The second goal is to decrease post-event processing time by minimizing
chaos in logging during a busy event. This should prevent repair logs from staying open after
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the event (even though the actual repair has been completed), or that records of items are
missed altogether due to time pressure.

Main development objectives to achieve these goals are:
● Creating an event dashboard, with a quick link to the items registered for the event,

and a clear overview of the queue of items in order of arrival
● Minimizing and simplifying the steps needed to register a new item for an event that

is currently taking place, and allowing for more flexibility in adding information
afterwards

● Improving post-event follow up of items that did not show up at an event, including
adding notes on efforts to contact the owner without having to ‘pick’ the item from the
list, and the ability to archive an item for which repair is not needed anymore without
running the whole procedure of attributing it to a repairer first

● Increasing repair record quality by allowing to add repair history on the diagnosis and
root cause even after the repair has been completed

The implementation of this improved event registration flow is planned for August 2022.

Rendering impact visible
A second short-term development priority is the impact module to show statistics on CO2 or
waste saved by repairing. Once active, this module will render positive effects of repair more
tangible for different user groups. Showing impact is interesting for a number of purposes:

● Communication and visibility: positive impact numbers present repair as a relevant
and attractive option for broken items, for citizens and repair volunteers as well as for
government or policy makers. Topics to highlight can include:

○ The benefits of repair: statistics on product categories that are treated can
give citizens the idea of thinking about repair for a broken item, repair
success rates can help promote the effectivity of the method and motivate
people to make the effort to repair

○ The benefits for the environment: amount of CO2 or kg of waste saved helps
motivate people to repair and can help demonstrate the relevance of this
method for treating broken products that would otherwise go to waste

○ The benefits of working with digital tools: publishing positive numbers can
help motivate volunteers to enter data and improve the quality of the logged
information

● Rewarding repair efforts: positive repair scores can make people feel good about
making a positive contribution to the environment and to repeat this ‘desired’
behavior. This holds true for citizens as well as reception and repair volunteers.

● Community building: positive environmental impact scores can create a shared
motivation for repairers and repair organizations and a common target to achieve, to
join forces and attain a higher goal together.

● Leverage for policy and funding: positive impact numbers show tangible results
from repair actions and activities and can help push repair higher up the agenda with
policy makers. Moreover, these tangible results can serve as a solid base to acquire
funding for repair projects or organizations.
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The implementation of the impact module is foreseen for fall 2022.

6.2. Opportunities
In the long term, more opportunities to further integrate the digital and live repair context can
be imagined. Their importance or relevance for further development will depend on practical
concerns, the changing context of the repair landscape and other opportunities that can help
leverage certain strategic goals. While using RepairConnects in practice, a number of
interesting opportunities have already been identified. The following topics are of course not
an exhaustive list of ideas.

Improve data logging and insights
Closer attention can be given to optimize logging and processing of data to generate more
insightful statistics more easily. One way to do this, is by standardizing data entries that are
now entered into free text fields:

● Standardizing symptoms for defective items that owners can select during
registration of a broken item

● Standardizing fault types (diagnosis, root cause) that reception volunteers or
repairers enter when completing a repair, by selecting an option from a descriptive
problem code list (see below). This would require very clear descriptions as the
technical knowledge of a person completing the repair is sometimes limited. To
improve this, attention can be given to developing this code list together with the
community, and to teaching good practice to volunteers in how to log for useful data.

● Standardized symptoms and fault types combined, linked to a specific product
category, could generate insightful ‘common problems’ and how to recognize them
(i.e. related symptoms)

● And finally, standardizing data input for the applied solution to a problem,
combined with the above ‘common problems’, could return insightful results on
common ‘problem-solution pairs’ for repair of specific product categories.

In an effort to optimize current data a little, templates can be used and processing the data
can be optimized through repetition. This could allow for more standardization in the future
and comparing data trends over time. A first step was taken in developing such standardized
fault types (see below), which are currently being tested to see whether the free text fields
provide enough information as to identify the right fault type, and whether these parameters
allow for more insightful data across repairs and product categories when large sets are
evaluated.
If this would be a viable method, inspiration could be drawn from the Restarters.net actions
such as the DustUp vacuum cleaner challenge, to put a community of volunteers at work to
process parts of available data sets by performing microtasks to link the correct problem
description to one of the predefined problem tags (i.e. ‘citizen science’).

Fault category Fault code

Power supply problem Power supply: Defective power or transformation
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Power supply: Battery defective or obsolete

Power supply: Switch Defective

Power supply: Plug defective

Electr(on)ical problem Electr: Defective or obsolete component

Electr: Faulty contact or circuit interrupted

Electr: Adjustment disrupted

Electr: Other

Physical damage Phys: Cable break

Phys: Component defective or obsolete

Phys: Other

Mechanical problem Mech: Breakage or deformation of part

Mech: Blocking, friction

Mech: Transmission defective or obsolete

Mech: Other

Dirt Dirt: Dust, lime, rust...

Other Other: Settings, software, pressure...

Unknown Unknown

Analogous situations
Additionally, in an effort to help reception volunteers log more easily, quickly and correctly,
ideas could be drawn from analogous situations. The image below shows a simple graph
used by car owners to indicate where a vehicle got damaged during a car accident. A similar
method could be imagined to indicate a product’s defects on intake, with standard graphs for
different product categories and clickable areas for the spots where the damage is located.
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Drawing of a car used by car owners to indicate
the area of damage from an accident

When talking about intake, diagnosis and triage, another analogous situation that could
serve as an inspiration, is the intake and triage procedure done by medical professionals in
an emergency room. And probably many more analogies exist: it is likely that the tool could
benefit from such ‘comparison exercises’ upon further exploration and draw inspiration for
processes or modules from elsewhere, in order to simplify different steps in the logging
process.

Data volunteers
Another way to generate more insightful outputs, could be to recruit another volunteer
profile: a data volunteer. As the RepairConnects data is only downloadable in a spreadsheet
format, it depends greatly on the skills of the data processor to return qualitative statistics.
This tech-savvy type of person could dive into the available data more easily and improve
the way it is structured, processed and published.

Improving intake: product and fault recognition
Another opportunity can be identified at the moment of registration and intake. Now, product
owners select an ORDP product category from a list when registering an item, and then
upload photos of the device and the type plate. Developing an AI module could reverse and
simplify this step: imagine a citizen simply uses the app to make a photo, and photo
recognition software directly links it to the correct product category, and in case of visible
damage already selects relevant symptoms from a predefined list. This could help to
improve and standardize classification of products and support a quicker and more uniform
method for diagnosis.
Some platforms already use photo recognition technology to categorize items more easily,
such as the Flemish website for second hand items, 2dehands.be. When users upload a
picture they want to sell, the object is automatically added to a suggested product
(sub)category.
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Digital product passports
Looking ahead a little further, as RepairConnects functions as a tool to register repair history
for an owner’s product, this information could be linked to the item’s individual ID in the form
of a product passport. There is currently a growing interest from a sustainability perspective
to implement digital product passports for certain product categories on the market. Much
like personal IDs they contain the basic information related to a product, such as material
composition or place of production. Looking at the function of logging an item’s repair history
on RepairConnects, it only seems like a logical next step to include this product-specific
repair information in the unique tag.

Improve learning opportunities
More attention could be paid to unlocking the repair knowledge currently recorded in
RepairConnects data logs, and to improve the quality of these searchable records.
At the moment, when searching the ‘Repair history’ database with keywords, a number of
rather empty or low-quality logs are returned (as described above, due to limited time to log,
limited technical background of reception volunteers…). Improving repair log quality done
by reception volunteers using the methods mentioned in the previous part, could already
generate repair records of higher quality. At the same time, a choice could be made to
distinguish high-quality from low-quality records by tagging or rating them to appear
higher on the search results list. The use of a rating system could also be an extrinsic
motivator to increase volunteers’ efforts to log high-quality information. Additionally,
RepairConnects’ search function could be extended to allow for more targeted and more
inspirational search results, using suitable filters or search aids, or a randomized
algorithm publishing a high-quality repair record to a repairer’s dashboard page.

Additionally, more continuous transmission of the ‘Repair Plan’ to repairers through training
could further improve the repair log quality, in an effort to close the gap between tacit repair
practice and the written format of a repair log. Continuing to promote the use of
RepairConnects towards volunteers could help embed good practice within the community,
as well as actively teaching volunteers and supporting them in their task of using the tool.
And finally, by promoting knowledge exchange between repairers both offline and during
online repair cafés, repair quality could further improve as well as the way in which repair
methods are recorded digitally.

Recruit more directly for autonomous repair
Not all repair enthusiasts are equally comfortable with the context of live repair events, or
have the flexibility to attend e.g. a three-hour repair café on a Saturday morning.
Autonomous repair could be a match with people of other preferences and schedules,
although these profiles are still rarely reached at the moment. Efforts could be increased to
recruit more directly for this repairer profile in order to grow the pool of autonomous repairers
and increase the capacity for repairing items registered online.

Simplify movement between live event and autonomous repair context
A case could be made to facilitate the movement between autonomous and live repair
altogether. When people register an item for an event but don’t make it to the event, an item
should be passed more easily onto the repair list of an autonomous repairer, and when this
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repairer advises an owner to buy a spare part and appear at a repair event and get help from
another repairer present, the product repair data should be more easily shared and retrieved
at the event. At the moment this is all technically possible, but rather complex and not very
fluent. Implementing a transparent and easy communication to announce these ‘movements’
to both the owner and the repairer, and sharing records among repairers, could help to
improve the integration of the live and online context.

Extend RepairConnects to other user groups
As a repair app, RepairConnects could easily be imagined to be of purpose for a broader
repair context. Repair professionals could benefit from an extensive, high-quality database of
repair records and common problem-solution pairs for specific product categories, and also
the social economy could benefit from the knowledge the tool contains. At the moment
examples of social economy organizations who use RepairConnects in their day-to-day
practice already exist, such as Foenix Apeldoorn. This could be further enhanced.

The use of RepairConnects as a joint data-logging tool is envisaged also for repair activities
in new repair shops in Kringloopwinkels in Flanders/Belgium (Living Lab ‘Repair First’).

Integrate RepairConnects in the business model of the Open Repair Data Platform
The ShaRepair project has demonstrated the feasibility of an integrated ‘digital support
infrastructure’ for citizens (repair volunteers or searching for solutions to repair themselves,
together or with the help of professionals) as drivers for transparency in a digital circular
economy. This platform will encompass a database with ‘big data’ on repairs and tools to log
and search for repair problems and solutions. RepairConnects is a prototype of an open
source tool that can be applied by all kinds of repair organizations (Api) to link to this
database and/or benefit from collective expertise and knowledge. Therefore the
maintenance and further development of RepairConnects is part of the Long Term Effect
Work Package to develop a business model for the Platform.
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